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At the International Motor Show (IAA) in September
2015 we launched a product offensive that even for
paragon pushes the previous boundaries. And we have
very successfully modernised a tried-and-tested con-
cept: the second generation of the vehicles of the inde-
pendent carmaker Artega provides convincing evidence
of the capabilities of paragon and Voltabox. In the new
German electric sports car the Artega Scalo and in the
new German electric fun mobile the Artega Karo we
have displayed a range of world firsts that we want to
transfer successively into large-scale production.

Because of the wide range of innovations and the
huge response to our IAA exhibition stand, we are de-
voting this edition of “paragon fakt” to one single over-
arching theme: the presentation of our cutting edge
products with their special features and also with tech-
nical details. You will soon discover what great poten-
tial our premieres have. Lastly we present to you a
whole range of new products that have never before
existed in this form. The first talks with the develop-
ment departments of well-known carmakers during
and in the follow-up to the exhibition show that we
have hit the mark with them.

Dear Sir or Madam,
dear customers, business friends and shareholders,

As development partners of Artega, paragon and
Voltabox bring their increased possibilities to the table.
In particular the Artega Scalo is a business card of the
paragon Group, whereby the construction and market-
ing of the vehicle are the tasks of the independent
Artega GmbH & Co. and have nothing to do with
paragon. As in 2007 at the launch of the Artega brand
we see the Artega Scalo and the Artega Karo as learn-
ing vehicles. We shall use them to continue to perfect
and develop our expertise in electronics, hard- and
software, electromechanics, mechanics, kinematics,
electrical system architecture and electromobility un-
paralleled in the automotive supplier industry.

Yours sincerely,

Klaus Dieter Frers
CEO
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Unlike high-end head-unit platforms in which these
technologies are only intended as a supplement to the
on-board infotainment functions, the MirrorPilot can
completely replace the head-unit. Together with fur-
ther solutions by paragon, the palette ranges from the
simple system right to a variant with outstanding
sound qualities. The wireless smartphone connection
required is already pre-installed.

MirrorPilot: scalable platform for comprehensive in-car infotainment

Optimum integration of smartphones
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For the first time, with the MirrorPilot, paragon is providing a complete range of infotainment in the OEM
market solely on the basis of smartphone apps. This head-unit platform for seamless integration enables a
varied range of functions for navigation, phoning, music, news and internet radio using Apple CarPlay ad
Android connections.

Technical specifications

• Integration of the popular “mirror” standard
• Integrated automotive FM radio
• Integrated GPS receiver
• DAB and /or Sirius optional
• 2 full-HD (touch) display outputs
• Connection of central operating controls

and/or steering wheel controls
• Audio-Bus A2B
• Integrated audio power amplifier optional
• Linux operating system

In addition paragon makes available an innovative,
continuous and above all intuitive total solution for
head-unit control consisting of touchscreen and touch
steering wheel controls. An optimum connection of
the language control technology supplied together
with paragon’s own hands-free algorithms goes with-
out saying.

Intuitive touch steering wheel operation
With innovative touch operation paragon is providing
the trendsetting vehicle controls of electronic instru-
ment cluster and head-unit (MirrorPilot) from the

steering wheel. The optical
finger navigation familiar
from consumer electronics
makes it possible: with
touching, swiping and
pressing intuitive operation
of the individual functions
is carried out.
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Alongside pure telephone serv-
ices smartphones are develop-
ing as an alternative for the
use of in-car infotainment
functions. The necessary main-
tenance of a good charging
level has up to now been
carried out in a compara-
bly complicated way by
connecting with leads to
USB sockets that are not
even present in some ve-
hicles. With a WLC module
for wireless charging (e.g. using Qi,
A4WP and PMA standard) paragon provides the solu-

tion for original fitting: by simply placing it on a univer-
sal charging mat, continuous charging including con-
tactless antenna coupling is ensured.

Wireless smartphone charging

Technical specifications

• Charge: 1A/5W
• Designed for any sizes and shape factors
• Automatic switch-off when battery fully

charged
• Recognition of foreign object
• Contactless antenna coupling

It is no longer possible to imagine not having ambient
lighting to enhance the interior during night trips. Par-
ticularly in the upper vehicle segment there is a clear
trend toward freely adjustable light colours. paragon
has developed a modular light curtain solution with an
attractive connection of the lighting modules to the

head-unit, thus providing simplification in the vehicle
electrical system. Positive effects can be achieved us-
ing appropriate colour choice concepts for reducing
tiredness or increasing alertness. In addition the ambi-
ent lighting framing the doors and in particular the
dashboard provides a novel light effect.

Individual ambient lighting
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paragon’s high-resolution OLED central display stands
out from the previous offerings on the market with high
quality moving mechanics and concealed storage com-
partments for a tidy interior. For the first time world-
wide this display module with curved OLED central
screen and movement system comes from a single
source. This integrated approach to the business areas
of cockpit and body kinematics avoids possible chal-
lenges from cross-company deliveries. The compact
complete module unites two 6” displays, a mobile phone
tray with wireless charging and a further storage com-
partment. This provides an interior largely free of
switches, tidy and high quality.

Moveable central display

Technical specifications

• Bending radius: R500
• Resolution: 2 x 720 (V) x 1,280 (H)
• Pixel density: 245 PPI

(= Retina range of iPad Air 2)
• Colours: 16.7M colour
• Contrast: 10,000. to 100,000
• Touch: capacitive
• Brightness: 300 cd/m²
• Angle of vision: +/- 85° vertical and horizontal

paragon’s fully digital instrument cluster impresses
with a high quality graphic design and simple opera-
tion. The 10.6 inch TFT central display in WXGA reso-
lution has high colour depth and brightness, the basis
for the brilliant appearance. Touch controls on the

steering wheel provide clearly arranged operation and
a directly self-explanatory system from simple swiping
movements.

Full digital instrument cluster

Technical specifications

• Resolution: 768 (H) x 1,280 (V)
• Pixel density: 141 PPI
• Colours: 16.7M colour
• Contrast: 1,000
• Brightness: 1,000 cd/m²
• Angle of vision: +/- 85° vertical and horizontal



sive air quality management in the vehicle interior. Un-
like expensive laboratory equipment, this first particle
sensor suitable for cars is temperature and moisture
compensated, supplies stable readings and has a re-
sponse time of less than one second. Before a large
quantity of particle matter can penetrate into the vehi-
cle, the particle sensor signals to the air conditioner to
switch on the circulation.
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paragon’s particle sensor has aroused great interest
from manufacturers in Europe and China. Currently
there is a preliminary development order, beyond that
production-based test set-ups and test drives are
agreed. The particle sensor brings the passengers
health benefits by reducing the particle pollution in the
interior. Particularly under the air pollution prevailing in
China, the particle sensor is the basis for comprehen-

Technical specifications

• Supply voltage: 9-16 V
• Current consumption: < 500 mA
• Interface: LIN or PWM
• Dimensions: 110 x 70 x 30 mm
• Weight: < 180 g

Technical specifications

• Measured value: 0 bis 70.000 ppm
• Operating voltage: 9- 16V
• Current consumption: < 20mA (active) to
<100µA (standby)
• Interface: LIN 2.1 or other protocols
• Dimensions 53 x 39 x 21 mm (without plug

and screw-on brackets)
• Weight: < 40 g

The particle sensor is coming

paragon’s CO2 sensor stands shortly before market
launch. Series launch is starting now at a large premi-
um manufacturer’s; talks are being held with other car-
makers. The measurement data of this new product

can be used both for identification of raised CO2 con-
centrations in the interior and for safeguarding air
conditioners operated with CO2. In addition, in combi-
nation with paragon’s air quality sensor the air condi-
tioner can be operated more efficiently and the vehi-
cle’s CO2 emission reduced.

Series launch with the CO2 sensor
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Technical specifications

• Bus-based modular and scalable audio system
• Highly efficient speakers and class D amplifier

technology
• 3 speakers
• 800 W total power
• Belt mic for best performance of hands-free

talking and language recognition

In the front a three-way system works with centre
speakers as well as kick basses integrated into the
doors so bass drums can also be located acoustically in
the area of the stage. Two powerful long throw sub-
woofers in the rear take over the lowest deep bass oc-
tave. Because of the integration of head space speak-
ers near the ears individual surround sound arises in
each seat.

The divided system that causes amplifier channel and
speaker groups to merge into compact units consider-
ably reduces weight, consumption and wiring. The
modular design enables high flexibility of the system
layout and at the same time a cost-reducing non-vari-
able part strategy. Both the dimensioning and the
scope of features are thus infinitely scalable. Thus the
sound system can be easily extended by an in-car com-
munication system (ICC).

Audio system: modular construction for a particularly flexible system design

Noticeable live atmosphere in the vehicle
paragon’s high quality audio system provides a noticeable live atmosphere for the Artega Scalo. With a pound-
ing bass reproduction, car driving enjoyment is perfectly extended by the acoustic dimension, while the trans-
parent middle and brilliant high frequency reproduction creates a detailed stage scene with precisely locatable
acoustic sources.

In addition measures for noise handling such as engine
order cancellation (EOC), active noise compensation
(ANC) or an acoustic vehicle alerting system (AVAS)
can be integrated with no problem.
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market. The cooperation of paragon and Audionet tar-
gets the market for high-end systems in the auto-

motive environment in which each partner can
bring in its strengths for maximum customer
benefit. paragon brings many years’ experi-

ence in vehicle acoustics as well the devel-
opment, integration and production of
automotive electronics into the coopera-
tion. Audionet takes on the high precision
sound dynamics and representsthe high-

end circuit design of paragon.

Pioneering cooperation with Audionet

paragon’s innovative sound generator (acoustic vehicle
alerting system, AVAS) generates a synthetic motor
noise in the interior and also for the external vehicle
surroundings. Especially in electric vehicles, fans of a
robust motor sound experience additional driving en-
joyment from the acoustic background and it increases
safety for all road users. Under EU regulations from
2019 electrically propelled vehicles will have to be
equipped with an appropriate system for reproducing
external noise corresponding to the driving state.

Noises of suction, exhaust-gas systems, motor and in-
terior serve as a basis for the synthetic motor sound.
For sound calculation corresponding to the driving

state, the motor
speed of the e-ma-
chines, the torque on
the wheels and the
driving pedal positions
are read in. A total of
five external speakers
provide even propa-
gation of sound, the
internal sound is
achieved using the
speakers installed and
is adjustable using the
control panel.

Generator for synthetic motor sound

For further enhancing the sound experience paragon is
working with the well-known high-end manufacturer
Audionet which is well-known for among other things
high quality pre- and final amplifiers in the home. Au-
dionet’s components have won many awards and are
often used as a reference in the demanding high end
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Voltabox has already established itself internationally
as a supplier of lithium-ion battery packs. Now
the company, which has production facilities in
Germany and the USA, is setting the benchmark with
electric motors and power electronics. The technical
design for the so-called “Volta drive” is customised
for the particular use (“design to customer”) by
former Nasa specialists. By using highly complex
simulation procedures, the best possible precision
drives come about that cannot be represented

Voltabox: technologies from space travel in the product development

Considerable expansion of the portfolio
The paragon subsidiary Voltabox specialising in electromobility uses computer-assisted extreme value
processes from space travel in the design of new product systems for the expansion of the portfolio. For the
first time, at the IAA 2015 Voltabox is exhibiting highly efficient electric motors and inverters and as a world
first a battery storage with SuperCaps.

with classical design and development meth-
ods.

In the focus here are optimum results in the areas of
efficiency and power density (power per kilogram en-
gine weight or per volume unit). Thus Voltabox com-
bines the requirement to harmonise extreme drive
power with a long service life, the required dimensions
for the packaging in the vehicle and the permissible
weight.
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Voltabox is equipping the new German electric sports
car, the Artega Scalo, with two electro motors de-
signed and optimised for this particular use with a total
power of 300 kW (top performance 390 kW) and a
torque of 780 Nm.

The motor mass is only 30 kg each which gives an out-
standing power density of 5 kW/kg. The maximum
motor speed is at 12,500/min, the maximum efficiency
at 6,900/min up to 95%. On request there is also a
special variant with excellent efficiency of 98%.

Electro motors with
supreme efficiency

Also the barrery storage with integrated SuperCaps
represents a world first which can only be obtained

from Voltabox. For the first time, in the Artega Scalo
there is a hybrid system of the most up-to-date battery
modules with actively thermally controlled nickel man-
ganese cobalt-based lithium-ion cells combined with
specifically tailor-made high-performance capacitors.
During recuperation the SuperCaps quickly recharge
first; on subsequent acceleration the capacitors are dis-
charged as a priority so service life-reducing peak loads
are kept from the lithium-ion cells. In addition this re-
sults in noticeably better acceleration and an extension
of the range.

Battery storage with SuperCaps

The “Voltadrive” highly efficient machines in the Arte-
ga Scalo are supplied and controlled using two also
newly developed inverters with an efficiency of up to
93%. A version with special silicon carbide transistors
even achieves a maximum energy conversion of
98.8%, which is one of the technological peaks world-
wide.

Inverters for maximum energy conversion
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Voltabox lithium-ion-based high-performance battery
systems are based on intelligent building block sys-
tems, are designed system-specific for a wide range of
areas of application and provide solutions in public
transport, for commercial vehicles and intralogistics as
well as stationary storage systems.

The strength of Voltabox lies in its sound skills in
electromechanical design and system integration. The
battery systems are based on three different cell
chemistries (iron phosphate-based, lithium titanate ox-
ide and nickel manganese cobalt oxide-based) which
are refined for the particular application. Voltabox
processes two cell structure forms of lithium-ion bat-
teries: cylindrical cells and prismatic cells.

Voltabox attaches great importance to safety-
relevant functions, the operational safety and
the functional intrinsic safety have the highest
priority with all battery systems. Integrated
battery management systems permanently
monitor the cell voltage, the temperatures and
the balancing of the potential differences.

Lithium-ion battery systems

For a current large-scale application Voltabox is produc-
ing a starter battery in two capacity variants (5Ah and
10Ah). In this case extremely safe lithium iron phos-
phate cells are used. Both systems are manufactured
with a rated voltage of 14.4V in a watertight housing of
protection class IP6k6k.

The starter battery has dimensions of 150 x 87 x 93 mm
and a total weight of only 1,060 kg. The high perform-
ance becomes apparent through the high cold start cur-
rent of over 130 A at -10 °C and enables powerful
starting even in adverse conditions. The systems are
free of hazardous materials and are thus RoHS- and
REACH-compliant. The in-house development of the
battery hardware and software enables Voltabox to en-
sure intrinsically safe operation.

Customer-specific starter batteries
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The business area of body kinematics actively helps to
shape the trend towards the dynamic aerodynamics
adjustment. For the Artega Scalo paragon designed an
automatically and manually adjustable rear spoiler with
Gurney as well as extendible flaps. Such moveable
spoiler systems have not only the advantage that
they adjust to the speed and thus always keep the ve-
hicle in an ideal state. They also allow them to optimise
driving safety and at the same time support efficiency
when driving by a clear reduction of the fuel consump-
tion.

The improvement of the weight and the targeted
airflow on the vehicle are becoming increasingly im-
portant factors in the design and production of spoiler
systems.

paragon has developed spoiler
or flap systems that both
ideally control the airflow
and, by the use of light
and at the same time
high-strength materi-
als, ensure the high
demands of the car-
makers are met.

What is particularly
interesting: paragon’s
spoiler systems are not
only suitable for use in cars
but also for all other vehicle
types.

Moveable spoiler systems

paragon has obtained a further significant order in the
aerodynamics area. A well-known carmaker accepted
the company’s tender for the development and series
production of a modular group spoiler drive. In this
contract, paragon can use its diverse skills in the aero-
dynamics area and also implement a new aspect. For
the first time the company is creating an electric
drive for this spoiler and thus expanding its product
portfolio.

In the development phase of spoiler systems paragon
benefits from the fact that the testing is carried out in-
house on its own test rigs and a completely equipped
sample and jig and fixture construction is available. In
series supply in-house developed, camera-monitored
EOL systems ensure the high quality requirement that
the customers want. Individual packaging and logistics
concepts worked out together with the end customer
round off the comprehensive range of services.

Modular spoiler drive
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In fact between the markets for cars, commercial vehi-
cles and motorbikes there are numerous parallels that
fuel the launch in the motorbike segment. In particular
the experience in the areas of the wireless charging of
smartphones, the development of individual displays
with different functions and the vehicle-specific design
of starter batteries are also of interest for the two-
wheeler area.

Additional application: wireless charging, displays and starter batteries with new character

Entry into the motorbike market
For many years paragon has been a distinguished direct supplier for well-known carmakers focused on Europe
and the USA. Especially in the recent past the company has been working on developing new markets. The
total vehicle competence that paragon has learned and refined during the development of the Artega vehicles
is now also the basis for the entry into a whole new market. From now on paragon will also market its exten-
sively tried-and-tested products in the motorbike area.

The first orders confirm that paragon has made ab-
solutely the right move by additionally focusing on the
motorbike segment. A well-known bike manufacturer
from Germany has accepted the company’s tender for
the development of a solution for a wireless charging
cradle that will be used in the motorbikes of this well-
known brand.

For the new German electric fun mobile, the Artega Karo,
paragon has developed a removable audio system that
can accentuate driving enjoyment and leisure activities
with music. Using a Bluetooth interface a smartphone
is connected so the desired music is transferred wire-
lessly to the sound system and then played back.
Simultaneously the smartphone’s battery is charged
wirelessly via the wireless charging. This solution is al-
so achievable for classic motorbikes or other vehicles
such as quads.

The customised sound system is integrated into the
front seat structure of the Artega Karo and consists of
a highly efficient broadband speaker providing power-
ful sound. Because of the weatherproof design, exter-
nal influences such as rain or snow pose no problem.
Two different sound settings – with full bass for the
best sound or mid-tone for high volume during travel
provide the desired performance in every situation.

When the trip is over the clinching feature of the
system comes into play: as soon as the fixing device is
released, the audio system together with the connect-

ed smartphone can be separated from the vehicle and
taken away anywhere. A lithium polymer battery with
optimum performance/weight ratio together with a
highly efficient D class power amplifier enables un-
troubled enjoyment of music over many hours. If the
battery charging still runs low at a late hour, it can be
refreshed by docking the sound system to the vehicle
again.

Removable audio system

Technical specifications

• Smartphone connectivity with Bluetooth audio
streaming and wireless charging

• Integrated LiPo battery including balancer
charging technology for at least four hours
independent life

• 8 cm broadband speaker with neodymium
drive

• Highly efficient D class power amplifier
with 20 W rated output
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Under the traditional and well-known Kienzle brand
from the Black Forest paragon has developed an
electronic instrument cluster for outdoor use. This
TFT-based system, which is used in the Artega Karo,
is ideally suited to motorbikes, scooters and quads.

The electronic instrument cluster displays the follow-
ing parameters:
• Running mode, speed (km/h or mph)
• Drive battery state of charge (SOC)
• Drive battery temperature
• Trip meter/odometer
• Recuperation indicator
• Warning/signalling lights

Moreover the product includes the following func-
tions:
• Optional vehicle connection via CAN-or LIN-bus
• Optional use as CAN to LIN gateway
• Increased vibration resistance of at least 10 g

• Protection class/tightness class IP6K7
• Temperature management concept

The following options are given:
• Customer-specific installation space integration

with display tube and spoiler
• Additional covering glass
• Individual warning lamps as discrete conventional

telltales
• Extra anti-fog and further anti-glare coating on the

covering glass
• Direct connection of controls

The display of the electronic instrument cluster has
the following properties:
• Brightness: 400 cd/m2
• Contrast: 800:1
• Diagonal: 7.0" (16:10)
• Resolution: 1280 RGB (H) x 800 (V)
• Colours: 262k

Kienzle brand electronic instrument cluster
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paragon and the independent carmaker Artega cele-
brated a great success with the joint stand at the Inter-
national Motor Show (IAA) 2015. During the most im-
portant motor show in the world paragon presented
numerous world premieres using the example of the
new German electric sports car the Artega Scalo and
the new German electric fun mobile the Artega Karo.

Already the earlier Artega GT served as paragon’s busi-
ness card from 2007 for the presentation of new de-
velopments for controls and infotainment. The signifi-
cance of the Artega Scalo and Artega Karo as learning
vehicles goes on. The second generation of the Artega
vehicles serves as proof of competence for paragon’s
clearly increased capabilities.

Joint stand of paragon and Artega at the IAA 2015 was a complete success

An explosion of world premieres

Dates 2016
3 March 2016 Annual report 2015

3 March 2016 Press conference on financial statement 2015, Delbrück

27 April 2016 Interim report 1st quarter 2016

27 April 2016 Annual General Meeting

16 August 2016 Half-year report 2016

18 November 2016 Interim report 3rd quarter 2016


